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Abstract 

 
As everything linking to the internet, people can subscribe to various services from a service 
provider to facilitate their lives through the Internet of Things (IoT). An obligatory thing for 
the service provider is that they should push the service data safely and timely to multiple IoT 
terminal devices regularly after the IoT devices accomplishing the service subscription. In 
order to control the service message received by the legal devices as while as keep the 
confidentiality of the data, the public key encryption algorithm is utilized. While the existing 
public encryption algorithms for push service are too complicated for IoT devices, and almost 
of the current subscription schemes based on push mode are relying on centralized 
organization which may suffer from centralized entity corruption or single point of failure. To 
address these issues, we design a secure subscription-push service scheme based on 
blockchain and edge computing in this article, which is decentralized with secure architecture 
for the subscription and push of service. Furthermore, inspired by broadcast encryption and 
multicast encryption, a new encryption algorithm is designed to manage the permissions of 
IoT devices together with smart contract, and to protect the confidentiality of push messages, 
which is suitable for IoT devices. The edge computing nodes, in the new system architecture, 
maintain the blockchain to ensure the impartiality and traceability of service subscriptions and 
push messages, meanwhile undertake some calculations for IoT devices with limited 
computing power. The legalities of subscription services are guaranteed by verifying 
subscription tags on the smart contract. Lastly, the analysis indicates that the scheme is reliable, 
and the proposed encryption algorithm is safe and efficient. 
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1. Introduction 

Internet of Things is one of growing technologies [1], the connection of machine to people 
makes our life style change qualitatively. IoT devices may need to subscribe to some services, 
such as weather, stock, traffic, radio and television data etc., to make people's life more 
intelligent [2]. The requirement of the service is real-time and long-term. In the distributed 
Internet of Things environment, push and pull are two main ways for information transmission. 
Pull refers to the fact that the users request specific data from a service provider actively. 
While the push is on the contrary, service provider takes the initiative and sends messages to 
users without request from them. In our scenario, IoT devices need to get service message on 
the same subject from service provider frequently. If using pull mode, IoT devices need to 
send polling requests constantly, which waste the network broadband and processor time 
significantly. So, the push mode is adopted naturally. 

The service provider is for commercial interest, as long as the IoT devices have paid for 
subscribing to a certain theme service, the service provider needs to send service data to them 
regularly, and those without payment cannot get the service contents. So, the service provider 
cares about the access authorities of the receivers and the confidentiality of the transmission 
content when pushing the same service content to multiple devices simultaneously through an 
open wireless network.  

As IoT devices are the subscribers, with limited computing power, so the designed scheme 
should consider the computation cost required for IoT devices when decrypting the 
confidential message, as well as the problems about economic issues and service revocation 
after subscription. 

As far as we know, such issues as confidential transmission, the recipients' access rights 
and possible economic disputes etc. mentioned above have not been taken into account 
comprehensively in the existing architectures or schemes. Publish/subscribe system has the 
function of subscription and push information [3], and realizes the access rights of the 
receivers naturally. However, the system is aimed at complex information sharing scenarios, 
needs middleware to match and filter the information, and takes little consideration of security. 
In our design goals, IoT devices can subscribe to services such as weather, health information, 
etc. directly, and no middleware is required. Broadcast encryption and multi-receiver 
encryption can be used for secure one-to-many communication [4], as while as achieve push 
mode, what's more, the access control realized by using secret keys skillfully. These 
encryption methods meet service provider's requirements nicely. Unfortunately, the 
decryption burden is too heavy for the IoT devices and can't realize flexible join and 
revocation of users in most broadcast encryption and multi-receiver encryption algorithms 
existing currently. And the economic issues and key distribution in subscription are generally 
solved by centralized server, this implies that the server must always be online and credible, 
and the system will fail if the server is compromised. 
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Considering above requirements from the service provider and IoT devices, the designed 
scheme should have following properties and functions: 

(1) Confidentiality of pushed service message 
(2) Control the access rights of IoT devices 
(3) The system can realize decentralized payment and subscription verification, enable 

flexible subscription and revocation. 
(4) The proposed algorithm has relatively small computation cost for IoT devices, it is 

secure and has high efficiency.  
To address the questions above simultaneously, a secure subscription-push service scheme 

suitable for IoT devices is proposed in this paper, in which the framework is benefiting from 
the inspiration of the publish/subscribe system as while as blockchain. The access control and 
confidentiality solution benefits from broadcast encryption [5] and multi-receiver encryption 
[6]. 

 The main contributions of our works can be summarized as follows: 
(1) A decentralized subscription-push service scheme is proposed. The subscription and 

verification of push services are all carried out on the blockchain. By deploying a smart 
contract for subscription-push service, the fairness, immutability, and traceability of service 
are guaranteed, and possible service disputes can be resolved. 

(2) An encryption algorithm is tailored for subscription-push service, so that the service 
provider pushes service messages for multiple IoT devices securely. And the algorithm 
controls the access authorities of IoT devices with smart contract jointly. 

(3) Edge computing is leveraged in the subscription-push service scheme. One function of 
the edge computing nodes is to maintain the blockchain, and the other is as an agent of IoT 
devices to preprocess the ciphertext, so that the IoT devices have very little decryption 
computation, which is suitable for them. 

 (4) The subscription and revocation of service can be achieved flexibly in our designed 
subscription-push service scheme through smart contract which is tamper-proof and traceable. 

2. Related work 

2.1 The solutions of push message for IoT 
Subscription and push service has been implemented in several systems and protocols, such as 
publish/subscribe system [7], broadcast message, MQTT protocol [8], etc. Just like the service 
deployment and discovery platform designed for the Internet of Things in [9], the authors 
applied mobile edge computing (MEC) to solve the problem of service providers providing 
timely and efficient services for IoT devices subtly. A gateway is organized in every area 
according to a three-tiered hierarchical MEC network topology to reduce computing overhead 
at the centralized controller. Zhu et al. [10] designed a time-based access control mechanism 
for a specific subscription system, in which the use of cryptographic algorithm enables the 
legitimate receivers to get the push information as while as guarantees the security of the 
information. Pan et al. [2] proposed an intelligent push message service solution for IoT 
devices. In their scheme, the matching algorithm is mainly studied to realize intelligent push 
services, and some restrictions are designed for IoT devices when receiving messages. 
Another subscription protocol that supports the push model is the MQTT protocol [8], which 
is lightweight and designed for the Internet of Things (IoT) environment. Although the 
message pusher and receivers are decoupled in MQTT, the message pusher cannot know 
whether there are illegal users stealing the messages when he performing push service. And 
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the messages are transferred in plain text, which is a great of threat to the security. In order to 
design a decentralized communication model, in the literature [11], the authors gave a 
blockchain-based secure communication scheme in which a general security authentication key 
management solution based on blockchain is designed for the internet of intelligent things (IoIT). 
And the details of the associated system models and a practical demonstration of the proposed 
generalized scheme are provided for the blockchain-based IoT communication environment.  

The above schemes can implement message push for IoT scenarios. While in literature 
[2][7][8][9], the confidentiality of data is not considered. In literature [10] the authors achieve 
the service push based on a specific subscription system, while it is centralized, and may be 
vulnerable to single point of failure. In [11] authentication and access control are implemented 
in the decentralized architecture, while no subscription process is involved. 

2.2 The solutions of secure push message  
One pusher and multiple receivers are involved in our system. Considering the confidentiality, 
the message pushed should be encrypted, and the access rights of the receivers are determined 
by the keys. Broadcast encryption, multi-recipient encryption and hierarchical identity-based 
encryption [12] fulfills these requirements. However, there are some problems when applying 
these encryption algorithms to our scheme directly, so we'd better to discuss the related work. 
In the broadcast encryption scheme proposed by B. Dan et al. [13], a receiver has to receive his 
own private key and the public keys of all users sent by the system in advance, and store these 
keys locally. It is not realistic for IoT devices to save so many keys, and there is no mention 
about revocation management of a user in their scheme. After that, the key length of a user was 
improved in some broadcast encryption schemes [14] [15], however, they are still not 
applicable to IoT devices. Another drawback is that the system parameters need to be 
regenerated in those schemes when revoking a user. Lewko et al. [16] proposed a revocable 
broadcast encryption scheme, the lengths of public key and private key in their scheme are 
short. However, the length of the ciphertext is related to the number of users revoked. The 
revocation work can be done on the premise that the identities of the revoked users determined 
in advance, which makes it a troublesome business. Du et al. [17] proposed an identity-based 
broadcast encrypted scheme on the basis of identity-based encryption, where the public key is 
generated by the identity of a user. A defect of the scheme is that the length of the ciphertext is 
linearly to the number of users, so there is a high requirement on the communication and 
bandwidth. The scheme allows users satisfied the identity conditions to get the key and 
decrypt ciphertext. In order to control the receivers of broadcast encryption more flexibly, 
researchers have proposed attribute multicast encryption schemes [18][19][20], where the 
flexible revocation is realized. However, the fine-grained access control is their main objective, 
which makes the calculation is more complicated for IoT device nodes. The hierarchical 
identity-based encryption and prefix encryption given by Lewko et al. [21] can also implement 
push service, in which the service provider can send a ciphertext to multiple receivers at the 
same time as long as the identity vector is a prefix of the given identity, but the decryption 
computation is a burden for IoT devices. Multi-recipient encryption algorithm, another 
cryptographic primitive, can also enable one party to send encrypted message and multiple 
parties to decrypt it. Tseng et al. in [22] gave an efficient ID-based multi-recipient encryption 
scheme with flexible revocation. In their scheme, a pairs operation is required in encryption 
process only, but our application scenario pays more attention to the decryption computation. 
The aforementioned few types of encryption schemes have security risk due to the key 
disclosure problem, because they assume the keys are generated by a trusted third party. In 
order to weaken the direct control of the key by a third party, the schemes [23][24][25][26][27] 
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show certificateless multi-recipient encryption algorithms where user's partial private key is 
generated by the key generation center (KGC), and the secret value is generated by himself. 
The two parts are all required when performing decryption operation. Deng's decryption 
algorithm [25] contains pair operation which does not suit for IoT devices. He et al. [23] 
proposed a certificateless multi-recipient encryption scheme for mobile devices with small 
computing power, and decryption is a scalar multiplication operation. The schemes from Pang 
[26] and Hung [24] also reduce the amount of decryption calculations subtly, but their 
schemes do not consider the problem of revocation. Peng et al. [27] designed a lightweight 
multi-receiver signcryption scheme for the Internet of Things, but the scheme did not involve 
outsourcing decryption. In addition, the certificateless cryptographic system exist some 
security risks. 

In order to consider communication bandwidth and decryption computation, as well as 
some other indicators in relevant literature, a comparison between several encryption 
algorithms is given in Table 1. 

After the summary and analysis of related schemes, it can be seen that the algorithms 
mentioned in section 2.2 are all realized the confidentiality and access control of push 
messages. However, some decryption operations are unbearable for IoT devices [19] [20] [21] 
[25] because of bilinear-pairing operation. And the lengths of ciphertexts in most schemes are 
related to the number of users, which may lead to a low communication efficiency 
[23][24][19]. And it may lead to single points of failure because of centralized or 
certificateless in these encryption algorithms. 

Through the analysis of related work in section 2, we found that they are suitable in their 
own scenarios. Unfortunately, there will be such problems as the differences in the function of 
some one component in the architecture, lack of revocation functionality, or heavy operations 
etc. when employing them to solve the difficulties we faced. Until now, no one meet our all 
requirements at the same time. Inspired by the literature, we will design a new architecture 
with decentralized feature and tailor an encryption algorithm to match the architecture as well 
as suit to IoT devices, to achieve secure and efficient subscription-push and cancellation of 
services, as well as other properties we mentioned in introduction section. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of several encryption algorithms 

Schemes Ciphertext length Decryption Outsou
-rced 

Decentralized 
and its form 

Revoca
-tion cλ  

[20] (4 4 3) p qn l L L S− + + +  3 2E P+  Yes No No ( )O n  

[25] ( )2( ) 1p qw L n L+ + +  P E+  No Certificateless No ( )O n  

[26] ( )3+ pn L  2PM  No Certificateless No ( )O n  

[23] ( )2 +1 q pn L L+  2PM  No Certificateless No ( )O n  

[24] 2 p qnw L L+ +  P PM+  No Certificateless No ( )O n  

[19] 2 prL  3 2P rE+  No No Yes ( )O r  

[27] ( )2+ q pn L L+  4PM  No Certificateless No ( )O n  

Ours 3 pL  E  Yes blockchain Yes ( )1O  

 
Where cλ is the relationship between ciphertext length and the number of receivers, n

represents the number of receivers, P represents a pair operation, E represents an exponential 
calculation, PM represents a scalar multiplication. Other operations, such as hash and 
inversion etc. are simple and take little time, we omit them [20]. pL ( qL ) is the length of a 
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member in a group ( )p qZ Z , w  is the output length of the hash function, r represents the 

number of revocable users, l indicates the number of groups, S represents the number of 
different identities. 

3. Preliminaries 
DDH assumption in cryptographic algorithm is utilized to ensure the security of the encryption 
algorithm. Blockchain, smart contract and edge computing are some basic components in our 
architecture.  

3.1 Deterministic Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem 
Let p is a large prime number, G is a cyclic group with prime order p , g is a generator of G , 
and , , pa b c Z ∗∈ . The DDH problem refers to distinguish ( ), , ,a b abg g g g and ( ), , ,a b cg g g g . If 

( ) ( ), , , 1 , , , 1a b ab a b cpr A g g g g pr A g g g g ξ   = − = ≤    , then we say the algorithm A solves 

the DDH problem with advantageξ ,whose advantage function is defined as AdvDDH
G ξ= . 

DDH assumption means that for any polynomial algorithm adversary A to solve the DDH 
problem with negligible advantages AdvDDH

G ξ= . 

3.2 Blockchain and Smart Contract 
Blockchain technology [29] is the underlying technology for digital currencies such as bitcoin 
and ether. It can realize fair trades and no-tampered accounting, information sharing and the 
design of distributed Internet protocol. Blockchain is a chained list linked by blocks that can 
store transaction records or data [30]. Once the records and data are on chain, they are 
no-tampered. With the development of the blockchain architecture, smart contract can be 
deployed on the Ethereum blockchain [31], which is a digital protocol executed automatically 
without a trusted third-party to monitor. Smart contract executes smart code through external 
calls and functions, and generates events, then broadcasts them to all participants [32]. Smart 
contract, is just a transaction, can be packaged into blocks. In this solution, a smart contract is 
deployed by service provider to verify some crucial information during subscription and push 
service.  

3.3 Edge computing 
Edge computing [33] refers to the technical services that perform computing on the edge of the 
network. That is on the downstream data of cloud services and the upstream data of the 
Internet of Things. Smartphone, for example, is the edge between wearable devices and the 
cloud. Edge computing can handle a large number of data calculations. When edge computing 
nodes keep good quality, they have lower latency and better broadband than cloud nodes [34]. 
The edge can perform operations such as computing, offloading, data storage, caching, and 
processing. The edge computing nodes mainly play two roles in this paper, one is to maintain 
the blockchain, and the other is working as outsourcing services, undertaking storage and 
computing for service provider and IoT devices respectively [35].  
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4. System architecture and attacks model 

4.1 Notation description 
The notation description shows in Table 2. 

4.2 System architecture 
The participants in this paper include three entities: IoT devices, edge computing nodes, and a 
service provider. For simplicity, only one service provider is involved in our scheme, he can 
provide multiple service items. 

IoT devices have low computing capability. In cryptographic algorithms, they are suitable 
for calculating some simple operations, such as hash, exponent operation, inversion and scalar 
multiplication operation on ECC, etc., while pairs-based operations are unbearable for them 
[36][37]. They subscribe to some required services from service provider, and receive push 
service and preprocessing data from the service provider and an edge computing node nearby 
respectively.  

Edge computing nodes are equipped with strong computing power and enough storage 
capacity. A part of the computing power and storage of an edge computing node works as a 
blockchain miner node. And the rest are rented by the service provider.  

The service provider mainly pushes session keys and service information to IoT devices. A 
subscription-push service smart contract would be deployed by SP on the blockchain for 
automated trades. All the service names and charges are sent to the blockchain in advance by 
service provider.  

 
Table 2. List of Notations 

Notation Description Notation Description 
U  IoT end devices SP  Service provider 

ECN  Edge computing nodes S  Services provided by service provider 
iU  The ith  IOT end device kECN  The kth  edge computing node 

jS  The name of the jth  service Enc  Our encryption algorithm 

K  
Symmetric encryption key iid  The identity of the ith  device 

KEnc  
Symmetric encryption 

algorithm with K  ,i jω  
The evidence of the ith  device 

subscribe to the jth service 

,i jusk  
Private key of the ith IoT 
device for the jth  service ,i jpsk  Preprocessing key of the ith IoT 

device for the jth service 
 
The scheme consists of four steps as follows. The specific flow chart is shown in Fig. 1. 
Step1. IoT devices subscribe to services based on blockchain.  
①An IoT device queries the required service name and the charge on the blockchain, then 

sends the prepayment of the selected service, its identity and payment time to the smart 
contract deployed by the service provider. ②After receiving the message of successful 
prepayment returned by the smart contract, IoT device sends its public key, service name to be 
subscribed and its identity as subscription messages to the nearest edge computing node for 
local storage. ③The node that received the subscription information checks whether the IoT 
device has prepaid for the subscription service on the smart contract. ④If the device has 
finished the prepayment, the edge computing node sends the subscription information of the 
IoT device to the service provider. The information includes the service name, some public 
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parameters processed by the edge computing node for the device, and the identity of the IoT 
device. At the same time, the subscription information is stored in a subscription information 
table created for IoT devices by the edge computing node. And the subscription service record 
in the table is marked as “has verified in the contract”. ⑤The service provider sends the 
subscription tag and relevant information used for preprocessing ciphertext subsequently to 
the edge computing node for local storage. At the same time, the subscription tag and the 
identity of the IoT device are sent to the blockchain by SP for subsequent verification. ⑥After 
receiving the information, the edge computing node stores them in the subscription 
information table for the IoT device, and notifies the device it has subscribed to the service 
successfully. 

Edge computing

IoT devices Service provider

⑧
V

erify validity of 
subscription  

①store the service name,      
identity information and 
prepayment in the smart 
contract

②public key, service 
name and identity

⑤subscription tag and 
preprocessing information

⑤subscription tag, the identity of the IoT 
device

⑥subscription has succeeded

⑫service’s name, 
device’s identity and 
revocation application

⑬revocation application 
and service’s name

⑭generates ciphertext to 
verify subscription tag

④service name, public 
parameters and identity of 
the IoT device

⑮refund the balance

                                   the service subscription process
                                   push session key process
                                   push service message by broadcasting 

                                   revocation process
③

checks w
hether the IoT 

device has prepaid

⑨Preprocessed ( )Enc K

 
 

 
 

 
 

    
   

    

   ( )Enc K

                    ( )KEnc M

 

Fig. 1. System architecture and flow chart 
 

Step2. Service provider pushes session key to legitimate IoT devices. 
We call a device successfully subscribe to a service is legitimate. When the subscription tag 

passes the verification, the smart contract will transfer a certain amount of service fee from the 
account of IoT device to the service provider's account automatically. 
⑦The service provider pushes the ciphertext of a session key by broadcasting to all edge 

computing nodes. ⑧After receiving ciphertext from service provider, every edge computing 
node verifies whether an IoT device in its subscription information table has subscribed to the 
service through its subscription tag, and sends identity and subscription tag of the IoT device 
to the smart contract for confirmation. After the verification is passed, the expense of this time 
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will be deducted from the device's account and transfer to the service provider's account 
through the smart contract automatically, otherwise the node verifies the next device in its 
table. ⑨If the verification is passed, the edge computing nodes preprocess the ciphertext for 
every subscription device, and sends the preprocessed ciphertext for the device to decrypt 
again and get the session key. 

Step3. SP pushes encrypted service data to IoT devices by broadcasting. 
⑩The service message is encrypted with the session key and then pushed by the form of 

broadcast to the IoT devices by service provider, then the IoT devices with the keys can 
decrypt ciphertext and get the service message. 

Step4. Blockchain-based service revocation. 
An IoT device can apply for revoking a service and be refunded the balance. 
⑪Service's name and device's identity are sent to the smart contract to apply for revoking a 

service by an IoT device. ⑫After the revocation is confirmed by the smart contract, the 
service's name and device's identity are sent to the nearest edge computing node where has 
applied for subscription by the IoT device. ⑬After receiving the application of revocation, the 
edge computing node submits it and the service's name to the service provider. ⑭Service 
provider generates a ciphertext, and sends it to the edge computing node to verify subscription 
tag. ⑮The edge computing node verifies the subscription tag of the IoT device for this service. 
If the verification is passed, the subscription tag, identity, and service's name are sent to the 
smart contract to apply for service revocation. After receiving the request, smart contract 
checks whether the IoT device has submitted the service revocation application. If so, the 
remaining fee of the IoT device will be refunded, and the subscription tag recorded by the 
smart contract will be deleted, otherwise it is an invalid request. 

4.3 Threat model and security model 

4.3.1 Threat model of malicious edge computing node 
1) A malicious edge computing node may not preprocess ciphertext for an IoT device in 

order to save computing power.  
2) A malicious edge computing node may collude with an IoT device and sends 

preprocessed ciphertext to the device without verification on the smart contract so that the 
service fees of the device will not be deducted.  

3) Malicious edge computing node can eavesdrop on the open channels and get the 
ciphertext of session key, public key information of the device. It can inquire the information 
on the blockchain and stores some secret information related to a device. It also can issue 
subscription process queries adaptively to multiple devices, and obtain the information for 
pre-decryption given by the service provider. It tries to get the session key using all the 
information obtained. 

4.3.2 Threat model of malicious IoT device 
1) Device without subscription may eavesdrop on the open channels to get some 

information like ciphertext, public key etc. It tries to get a session key. 
2) A subscription expired device with an expired session key, can eavesdrop on the open 

channels and get all the messages on the channels. It can inquiry multiple legitimate IoT 
devices and goes through the registration and decryption process as training. It wants to 
impersonate a legitimate IoT device which has not been inquired before to subscript to a 
service without payment. 
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4.3.3 Threat model of malicious service provider 
The service provider is not honest and trustworthy completely. He may not distribute 
subscription tag for a certain IoT device.  

4.3.4 The security model of proposed encryption algorithm 
We give the security model of our encryption algorithm here. The core algorithm of this 
scheme is pushing session (symmetric) key to IoT devices. The session key is regarded as the 
plaintext before encryption here, then, our encryption algorithm should be secure under 
Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA). The security is defined by an interactive game between an 
adversary A and a challenger C . In the game, we assume that the adversary can eavesdrop on 
all the edge computing nodes, or simulate a legitimate IoT device to ask the processes of 
subscription and push a key adaptively. And two blank lists will be created to record some 
inquiries from the adversary, and the respondents are all simulated by the challenger. One is 
used for recording the inquiries of simulating a legitimate device, called 

{ }1 , , , , ,i i i i i iList G usk F K C C ′= . And the other records the inquiries of monitoring an edge 

computing node, called { }2 , , , , ,j j j j j jList G psk F K C C ′= . 

In list1, iG  represents the information of the ith device, iusk  is the private key of the device. 

iF  represents the status information of the record (0 means public, 1 means secret), iK
represents the session key to be pushed this time, iC  is the ciphertext of iK , iC ′  is the 
preprocessed ciphertext of iC . List2 is similar to list1, it is for jth IoT device and jpsk is the 
preprocessing key. The internal attacker is more powerful than the external attacker. If the 
internal attacker cannot attack successfully, then the external attacker also fails. 

We consider the attacks from the internal attacker (adversary) as following two cases: 
Case1: The adversary A  does not have the private key usk of any legitimate IoT devices, 

but he owns the preprocessing key psk of an edge computing node for a legitimate device. So, 

he can get the preprocessing C′ . His goal is to decrypt C′ and get the session key K .  
Case2: The adversary A owns the private keyusk of a legitimate IoT device, but he has no 

legitimate status, so the edge computing node will not preprocess ciphertext for A . However, 
the adversary A goes for the plaintext K . 

Init : The challenger C initializes the list1 and list2, and accepts the challenges from the 
adversary A . 

:Setup The challenger C selects a safe parameter l and runs the system initialization 
algorithm ( )Setup l to generate system public parameter, then sends the parameter to adversary
A . 

1Phase : The adversary repeats the following inquiries. The adversary A chooses a 
legitimate device. The challenger C simulates the processes of subscription and push. 

For case 1, assume an edge computing node can be monitored by the adversary. During the 
processes of simulating subscription and push, C records the necessary information into

,1 { , ,1, , , }j j n j j jList G usk K C C ′= and ,2 { , ,0, , , }j j n j j jList G psk K C C ′= . Case2 is similar to 
case1. 
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Challenge : The adversary A chooses two different keys 0K and 1K  have never been asked 
from the session key space, and submits them to the challenger. C chooses a random bit

{0,1}b∈ by tossing a coin, and runs the encryption algorithm on bK  to generate ciphertext bC , 
then returns the ciphertext to the adversary A . 

2Phase : Repeat 1Phase . 
Guess : C publishes all the public items in list1 and list2 to the adversary, A outputs the 

guess result b′ . If =b b′ , the guess is correct and the adversary wins the game. Define the 
advantage of the adversary wins above game as 
 Pr[ ] 1 2AAdv b b′= = −  (1) 

If the advantage is ignored, we can say the encryption algorithm is secure under 
Chosen-Plaintext Attack (CPA). 

5. Blockchain-based secure subscription and push service scheme 
The scheme includes three entities: multiple Internet of Things devices, multiple edge 
computing nodes, and a service provider. A virtual component, public blockchain, is 
composed of the three entities. Edge computing nodes maintained the blockchain as miners 
using their partial computing power and storage, while IoT devices and service provider send 
transactions and deploy smart contract on the chain only. We design a smart contract called 
subscription service contract deployed by the service provider in the scheme. At the same time, 
our one-to-many encryption algorithm is embedded into the architecture to achieve the 
confidentiality of push messages and control the receivers' access authority.  

There are four steps in our scheme, as described in the system architecture. The specific 
construction is as follows:  

( )Setup k : System parameters are established by the service provider. Given a security 
parameter k , service provider chooses two groups 1G and 2G of prime order p , the 
generator of 1G  is g , selects a bilinear mapping 1 1 2:e G G G× → . The public parameters of 
the system are 1 2{ , , , }Params g G G e= . iU  represents an IoT device is going to subscribe to a 
service, kECN  represents the nearest edge computing node to the IoT device iU . SP is the 
service provider. Suppose that the SP has published service names, their charges and other 
information on the blockchain for devices to select. Then the subscription service contract is 
deployed on the blockchain by SP  in order to complete the automatic and fair trade. 

Step P1. An IoT device subscribes to a service based on blockchain 
-Subscribe( )U Params : IoT device iU  selects a certain service jS to subscribe after 

querying on the blockchain, calculates its identity information ( )i iid H addr= using collision 

resistant hash function ( )H ⋅ , for iaddr is the address of iU . Then it sends { },i jid S and the 
service prepayment to the contract. After a successful prepayment, iU  selects its private key 

*
, ,i j i j pusk x Z= ∈ , calculates its public key ,

,
i jx

i jR g= , and sends { }, , ,i j j iR S id  to the nearest 
edge computing node kECN . 

,ECN-agentsub( , , )i j i jR id S : kECN continues the subscription process as a proxy of device 

iU . kECN  verifies whether the IoT device has prepaid on the contract after receiving the 
subscription request from iU . If the prepayment is successful, kECN  selects a private key
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*
, ,i j i j ppsk k Z= ∈  for iU  randomly according to the service jS , and keep it secretly. The key 

will be utilized to pre-decrypt ciphertext for the IoT device later. Then kECN  computes 
,

,
i jk

i j iE R= and sends{ }, , ,i j j iE S id to SP . 

,SP-Re ( , , , , )i j i j jsponse E id Params yτ : SP processes subscription request and gives a 

response. SP computes 
1

,
i jid

i j g τω += and , ,
, ,

i j i j j j j jx k y y
i j i jT g E gτ τ−= = after receiving 

subscription message { }, , ,i j j iE S id
 
about iU  from agent kECN , *

j pZτ ∈ is a key of service 

provider to generate subscription tag for service jS  to all the IoT devices, and is kept by the 

service provider secretly. *
j py Z∈  is the transmission encryption key of service provider for 

service jS , which is kept secretly by the service provider. Then, the service provider responds 

to kECN  with { }, ,, , ,i j i j i jid s Tω , and records the key information ,i jω on the blockchain by a 

transaction as an evidence of iU subscripting to jS successfully. The form on chain is like

{ }i ,, ,j i jid S ω , and he builds a storage array for all subscription evidences, called 

SubscribeTag [ ,i jω ].  

, , ,ECN-Re ( , , )i j i j i jsponse T pskω ： kECN  processes the response message about the 

subscription. After receiving the subscription response { }i , ,, , ,j i j i jid S Tω from SP , kECN adds it 

to the list created for service jS , ,i jω is the subscription tag of iU  for service jS and ,i jT is the 
information required to preprocess a ciphertext for iU . The storage form is shown in Fig. 2. 
Finally, a message of successful subscription is sent to the IoT device iU  by kECN . 

jS

Secret

,i jω
,i jT

...

...

...

...

...

...

,i jpskiid

 
Fig. 2. The storage list of subscription tags by edge computing nodes 

 
Step P2. The service provider pushes session key to legitimate IoT devices 
SP-push-sessionkey( , , )jK y Params : A session key (symmetric key) K will be pushed to 

all legitimate IoT devices after being encrypted by SP . Given a symmetric encryption key K , 
SP  selects *

pt Z∈ randomly, and computes ciphertext { }1 2 3, ,C c c c= , 1
tc g= , 2

j tc gτ= and 

( )3 , jy tc K e g g= ⋅ . Then the service provider sends the push ciphertext C  to ECN  by 
broadcasting. 

, ,ECN- - ( , , , , )i j i j iCheckValidity preprocess C psk id Paramsω : After the ciphertext received by 
edge computing node kECN which is nearest to the IoT device iU , it verifies whether the 
device iU has subscribed to the service jS . The specific process is as follows: extracts the iid  
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and corresponding tag ,i jω of iU  from the storage list, verifies whether the equation 

 ( ) ( )2 1 , 1, ,iid
i je c c e c gω =  (2) 

holds or not. If yes, the node kECN  sends ( ),, ,j i j iS idω  to the Verify Subscribe algorithm to 
verify the legitimacy of the IoT device iU , please see algorithm1 for details. kECN  verifies 
whether ,i jω  exists on the blockchain and within the validity period. If the verification passes, 
the fixed fee would be deducted from the account of iU  and transfer to the account of SP  
through the smart contract automatically. Then kECN  extracts ,i jT  and ,i jpsk  corresponding 

to iid  in the list and computes ( ) ( )( ) ,

1

4 , 1 2, , i jpsk
i jc e T c e g c= ⋅ for iU  to reduce its computational 

burden, and sends the preprocessed ciphertext 3 4{ , }C c c′ =  to iU . If one of verifications from (2) 
and smart contract fails, the subsequent operations are terminated. 

U- ( , )Decrypt C usk′ : After receiving the ciphertext C′ , iU  calculates the following 
equation to get the session key K , 

 
,

3
1

4
i jx

cK

c

=

 

(3) 

The role of algorithm1is to verify the subscription tag and deducts fees from IoT device iU
automatically, called and executed by edge computing node kECN . The parameters need to be 
upload are subscription tag, service name, and the identity of IoT device.  

 
Algorithm1: VerifySubscribe 
Input : ,, ,i j i jid S ω  
Output : bool 

1  if msg.sender is not in ECN then 
2     throw; 
3  end 
4  if SubscribeTag ,i jω   is not in SubscribeTag then 
5     return false; 
6  end 
7  if SubscribeTag ,i jω   .ID!= iid then 
8     return false; 
9  end 
10 if Prepay[ ,j iS id ].value < jS 's price then 
11   return false; 
12 end 
13 transfer jS 's price to SP; 
14 Prepay[ ,j iS id ].value = Prepay[ ,j iS id ].value - jS 's price; 
15 Prepay[ ,j iS id ].Time = Now; 
16 return true; 
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Step P3. SP pushes encrypted service by broadcasting 
The service provider pushes ciphertext of service message ( )5 =EncKc M  by broadcasting to 

IoT devices regularly. Legitimate IoT devices do symmetric decryption operation
( )5KM Dec c=  and obtain service information. 

So far, the subscription and push service are completed, and the revocation algorithm of the 
service is introduced below. 

Step P4. blockchain-based service revocation. 
The revocation is mainly achieved by deleting the subscription tag of a device. Without the 

subscription tag, the subscription verification cannot be passed, so the device cannot get the 
pre-decrypted ciphertext, and thus unable to obtain session key. In this way, it is convenient 
for the device to subscribe again. 

Situation1: The subscription service expires, the subscription tag will not pass the 
verification conducted by smart contract, and the device would not receive the session key.  

Situation2: The subscription service does not expire, but the IoT device applies for 
revocation. The process is as follows: 

U-Revoke( )void : The IoT device iU  selects the service jS  to be revoked, and sends a 
revocation request { },i jid S  to smart contract and kECN . 

ECN-agentRevoke( )void : kECN  processes the revocation request. kECN  sends the 
request and { },i jid S to SP .  

SP-Revoke( )void : SP  processes the revocation request. Service provider computes 

{ }1 2,C c c= after receiving revocation message about the service jS  from kECN , and sends C

to kECN ,  *
pt Z∈ is random, and 1

tc g= , 2
j tc gτ= . 

,ECN-Re evoke( , , , )i j ispR C id Paramsω : kECN  processes the revocation response message. 

After receiving C from SP , kECN  extracts ,i jω and the corresponding iid from the 

subscription tag storage list, and verifies whether the equation ( ) ( )2 1 , 1, ,iid
i je c c e c gω = holds or 

not. If yes, kECN  deletes ,i jω , ,i jT and ,i jpsk from the subscription tag storage list.  At last, the 

subscription tag ,i jω is deleted by a transaction on the blockchain after smart contract confirms 
that the device has submitted a revocation request, and refund transaction is completed 
simultaneously. kECN  notifies iU  that the service jS has been revoked successfully. 

6. Correctness and Security Analysis of the scheme 

6.1 Correctness of our encryption algorithm 
The correctness of the equation used for verifying the subscription tag: 

For 
1

,
i jid

i j g τω += , 2
j tc gτ= , 1

tc g= , then ( ) ( )
1

2 1 ,  , = , ,j i ji i
tt idid id t

i je c c e g g g e g gτ τω +
 
  =
 
 

,  

so, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 ,, = , , ,i
t idt

i je c g e g g e g g e c c ω= = . 
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The correctness of the equality used for decrypting the session key: 

For , ,
,

i j i j j jx k y
i jT g τ−= , *

, ,i j i j ppsk k Z= ∈ , ( )3 , jy tc K e g g= ⋅ , ( ) ( )( ) ,

1

4 , 1 2, , i jpsk
i jc e T c e g c= ⋅  

( ) ( )( ) ( ), , ,,

1
( )= , , = ,i j i j j j j i j ji j
x k y t t x y tpske g g e g g e g gτ τ− ⋅ and we can get 

 

( )
( )

,

3
1

4

,
  =

,

j

j

i j

y t

y t
x

K e g gc K
e g g

c

⋅
=

 

(4) 

6.2 Security analysis 

6.2.1 The security analysis against malicious edge computing node 
1) If a malicious edge computing node has verified the legitimacy of a subscription tag, but 

does not preprocess the ciphertext for the IoT device in order to save computing power. Then 
the IoT device can detect the behavior. As the verification is completed, the smart contract will 
be automatically triggered to transfer money from the account of the IoT device to the account 
of service provider. It can be found by the IoT device that the money was transferred while the 
preprocessed ciphertext is not received. 

2) If a malicious edge computing node collude with an IoT device and sends preprocessed 
ciphertext to the device without verification on the smart contract so that the service fees of the 
device will not be deducted. Then the service provider can find it, because subscription tag is 
not verified on the smart contract, the money will not transfer to the service provider by the 
smart contract.  

3) In order to get K , a malicious edge computing nodes must know ,i jx , and it is impossible 
for him, because it is a discrete logarithm problem on finite field, which is difficult [38]. And it 
is impossible for him to try to get the K by analyzing the ciphertext, because our algorithm 
satisfies the Chosen-Plaintext Attack, the detailed proof will be given later in part 6.2.4 in 
case1. 

6.2.2 The security analysis against malicious IoT device 
1) This situation is the same as the 3) in part 6.2.1. 
2) In this situation, our algorithm satisfies Chosen-Plaintext Attack, the detailed proof will 

be given later in part 6.2.4 in case2. 

6.2.3 The security analysis against malicious service provider 
If the service provider does not distribute subscription tag for a certain IoT device, then the 
smart contract will not deduct the subscription fee of the device and transfer it to the service 
provider. At the same time, a certain fine will be deducted from the service provider's account, 
which is not cost-effective for the service provider. 

6.2.4 Security proof of proposed encryption algorithm 
Theorem1: Against the two adversary situations described in the security model, the 
algorithm is secure under the Chosen-Plaintext Attack. 

Proof：In order to prove the security of the encryption algorithm, we define an interactive 
game and simulate the chosen-plaintext attack in two situations in the security model. 
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Init : The challenger C initializes the list1 and list2, and accepts the challenges from the 
adversary A . 

Setup : The challenger C selects a safe parameter l and runs the system initialization 
algorithm ( )Setup l to generate system public parameters 1 2{ , , , }params g G G e= , then sends the
params to adversary A . 

1Phase : The adversary repeats the following inquiries. Adversary A selects a legitimate 
IoT device, the challenger C simulates the processes of subscription and push. According to 
the case1, the adversary can eavesdrop on edge computing nodes. Firstly, the adversary A
selects a legitimate IoT device iU  randomly. The challenger C simulates the IoT device to 
subscribe to service nS . C selects the decryption key , ,= i n i nusk x  randomly and checks 
whether there is a record of public inquiries about the IoT device iU and the decryption key. If 
the record has existed, it would remind the challenger that the inquiry to the IoT device cannot 
proceed, please select another device to inquire. Else, challenger C computes ,

,
i nusk

i nR g= , runs 
the algorithm ,ECN-agentsub( , , )i n i nR id S , chooses a private key *

, ,i n i n pusk k Z= ∈ randomly, and 

computes ,
, ,

i nk
i n i nE R= to get { }, , ,i n n iE S id . Then the challenger C simulates the service 

provider to run the algorithm ,SP-Re ( , , , , )i n i n nsponse E id Params yτ to get

{ }, ,
, ,, i n i n n nx k y

i n i nT g τω −= . For the adversary A , he or she can know { }, , , ,, , , ,i n i i n i n i nR id psk Tω . 
Secondly, the adversary A is going to inquire the process of pushing a session key. A sends a 
random key iK chosen from the symmetric key space to C . After receiving the key, C checks 
if there is a public inquiry record of iK . The inquiry would not be continued if it exists, and A
must choose another key. Otherwise, C runs the algorithmSP-push-session( , , )nK y Params to 

get a ciphertext { }1, 2, 3,, ,i i i iC c c c= and sends it to A , for 1,
it

ic g= , 2,
n it

ic gτ= ,

( )3, , n iy t
i ic K e g g= ⋅ . A can monitor the process of ciphertext iC is preprocessed, and get the 

processed ciphertext iC ′ . Finally, C makes two lists to record the necessary information 

during above processes, they are ,1 { , ,1, , , }i i n i i iList G usk K C C ′= and 

,2 { , ,0, , , }i i n i i iList G psk K C C ′= separately. 
According to the case2, the adversary A can impersonate a legitimate IoT device to inquire. 

Suppose he or she chooses a legitimate IoT device jU . Then the challenger C simulates the 

IoT device jU  to subscribe to service nS .The adversary A chooses a decryption key ,j nusk for 

himself, and computes ,
,

j nusk
j nR g= . C runs the algorithm ,ECN-agentsub( , , )j n j nR id S , and 

selects a private key *
, ,j n j n ppsk k Z= ∈ to compute ,

, ,
j nk

j n j nE R= and get{ }, , ,j n n jE S id , then 

simulates service provider to run ,SP-Re ( , , , , )j n j n nsponse E id Params yτ  to get 

{ }, ,
, ,, j n j n n nx k y

j n j nT g τω −= . Until now, A has got { }, , , ,, , , ,j n j j n j n j nR id usk Tω . After those 

preparations, A starts the inquiry for the process of push. He selects a session key jK from key 

space randomly and sends it to C . After receiving the key, C checks whether there is a public 
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record about the inquiry of jK in list2. It indicates that the inquiry would not be continued if it 

exists, A must choose another session key. Otherwise, do the following procedure, C runs the 
algorithm SP-push-session( , , )nK y Params  to get the ciphertext { }1, 2, 3,, ,i i i iC c c c= . Then C

performs the ciphertext preprocessing as an edge computing node, and sends the result jC ′ to

A . Finally, C creates two lists to record the necessary information during the entire process, 

,1 { , ,1, , , }j j n j j jList G usk K C C ′= and ,2 { , ,0, , , }j j n j j jList G psk K C C ′= separately. 
Challenge : The adversary A randomly chooses two keys 0K and 1K have not been asked 

before and submits them to the challenger C . C picks a bit {0,1}b∈ randomly by tossing a 
coin, and generates a ciphertext bC by running SP-push-session( , , )b nK y Params , then returns 
the result to A . 

2Phase : Repeat 1Phase  as required and polynomial times at most. 
Guess : C  publishes all the open items in list1and list2 to the adversary A . A  outputs his 

guess b′ . If =b b′ , then the guess is right, and the adversary A wins the game this time. 
Suppose it has 0q and 1q  times inquiries to case1 and case2 respectively, for 0 1,q q p<< .

C gives all the open items in inquiry records to A , they are ,1 { , ,0, , , }i i n i i iList G usk K C C ′= and 

,2 { , ,0, , , }j j n j j jList G psk K C C ′= . And the adversary A gets the challenge ciphertext 

1, 2, 3,{ , , }b b b bC c c c= , for 1,
bt

bc g= , 2,
n bt

bc gτ= , ( )3,b , n by t
bc K e g g= ⋅ . Given the message 0K

and 1K , the probabilities of the adversary works out 3,bc′ and 3,bc′ are all1 2 , for ( )3,b , n by tc e g g′ = , 

( )3,b , n by tc D e g g′ = ⋅ and [0,1]b ∈ , 1b b= + , b bD K K= is a constant. 

Given 1,
bt

bc g= ,  it is difficult to distinguish 3,bc′  from 3,bc′  by the challenging ciphertext 

bC  for the adversary. 
On the one hand, it is impossible to have a collision on the same IoT device and the same 

message about the public inquiries recorded in list1 andlist2, for 2iK List∉ , 1jK List∉ , 

( )1 1bK List List∉ ∨ . So, the adversary A cannot obtain the private key of a legitimate IoT 
device and private key of edge computing node nearest to the IoT device at the same time. On 
the other hand, the useful information to distinguish bC from others in list1 and list2 published 

are 1 1, 1,{ , }i jc c c= , for 1,
it

ic g= , 1,
jt

jc g= , 3 3, 3,{ , }i jc c c= , for ( )3, , n iy t
i ic K e g g= ⋅ ,

( )3, , n jy t
j jc K e g g= ⋅ and 4 4, 4,{ , }i jc c c= , for ,

4, ( , ) i n n iusk y t
ic e g g= , ,

4, ( , ) j n n jusk y t
jc e g g= . It is 

difficult to distinguish 1|n iy t
i Listg ∈ , 2|n jy t

j Listg ∈  and n by tg  when given 1 1, 1, 1, 2{ , }|i j i List j Listc c c ∈ ∈=  
and 1,

bt
bc g= , which is as hard as distinguishing 1( , ) |n iy t

i Liste g g ∈ , 2( , ) |n jy t
j Liste g g ∈ , 3,bc′ and 3,bc′ . 

That is equal to the DDH problem. 
 So, it is not useful to know the open items in list1 and list2 to distinguish bC for the 

adversary. 
According to the above analysis, the probability of the adversary A wins the challenge is 

1 2 , whose advantage is negligible. So, the scheme satisfies the security under the Chosen- 
Plaintext Attack. 
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7. Experimental evaluation 

7.1 Experimental analysis of encryption and decryption algorithms 
We compare the algorithm of this paper with the schemes [20] and [27] in reference, and 
perform simulation evaluation. The hardware environment as: 3.20GHZ Inter(R)Core(TM) 
i7-8700 CPU@3.20GHz and RAM16.0GB. The software environment is: operating system is 
Windows10 and VC++ 6.0PBClibrary. 
 

                    
Fig. 3. Comparison of encryption efficiency            Fig. 4. Comparison of decryption efficiency 
 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison of ciphertext length (communication efficiency) 

 
Experiment results shows that the time costs of encryption and decryption in our algorithm 

do not change with the increase of the number of IoT devices, which can see from Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4. Compared with the schemes in [20] and [27], it maintains a higher computational 
efficiency. Especially, the decryption computation 2P PM E+ +  is borne by edge computing 
nodes. When performing registration, IoT device only executes hash and exponent operation 
that require about 0.504ms, and only exponent E and inversion operations are executed when 
decrypting that require about 0.497ms. They are all the operations suitable for IoT devices. 
Where P represents a pair operation, PM is once scalar multiplication and E represents an 
exponent operation. Fig. 5 shows that the length of the ciphertext in our article will not 
increase with the quantity of IoT devices growing. Compared with the solutions of [20] and 
[27], the communication efficiency is higher, and is more suitable for multiple IoT device 
groups. 

7.2 Efficiency comparison of overall efficiency 
We chose reference [27] as the centralized scheme which is closest to ours in order to compare 
the overall efficiency. Registration payment and the cancellation of subscription are only 
executed once, so we compared the efficiency except for these two parts. And the comparison 
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of overall efficiency between the two schemes completed in the simulation experiments and 
the hardware environment is: 3.20GHZ Inter(R)Core(TM) i5-3470 CPU@3.20GHz and 
RAM4.0GB, VC++ 6.0PBC library was called, and we chose the identical curve 2 3 7y x= +
for testing in the two schemes. 
 

                  
Fig. 6. Comparison of overall efficiency        Fig. 7. Efficienciesof different number of edge nodes 

 
Fig. 6 shows the result in the case of five edge computing nodes. Compared with Peng’s 

scheme, when the number of users is growing from 0 to 20, our proposed scheme takes less 
time than Peng's, and the time increases at a slow rate. So, the efficiency of our solution is 
better than Peng's. The Fig. 7 shows a simulation result of entire system in the case of the 
number of users is fixed at 20, the users distributed around edge computing nodes uniformly 
and the number of edge computing nodes is from 1 to 5. 

7.3 Gas cost 
We also give the execution efficiency of the smart contract, the gas cost of every step is 
presented in Fig. 8. The result is from the Ethereum testnet（http://remix.ethereum.org）, the 
unit is gas, and 1gas=10-8Ether. 
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Fig. 8. The gas cost of smart contract 
 

Experimental result shows the cost of our smart contract is reasonable. 

8. Conclusion 
It is an important research content in the Internet of Things environment that the IoT devices 
receive interested information timely. Based on blockchain technology and smart contract, a 
decentralized subscription-push service scheme is implemented using the idea of broadcast 
encryption. Safe and timely information push has realized for IoT devices, and a detailed 

http://remix.ethereum.org/
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description of the entire push process and safety analysis are included in this article. Because 
of the low computing power of IoT devices, in our encryption algorithm, we introduced edge 
computing to share part of the decryption operation, made the calculation operations are 
suitable for the IoT devices. The rigorous proof guarantees the security of the encryption 
algorithm. Finally, the encryption algorithm is evaluated through experiments, the results have 
proven that our algorithm is more efficient and we performed a simulation for the entire 
scheme, the result shows that our program is better than the Peng's with the number of the IoT 
devices is growing. 
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